col l ecti o n a ls e c c o

“

alsecco ensures the thermal performance of your building with high performance,

BBA-approved insulated systems to suit all types of projects and specifications.
With the addition of collection alsecco to the portfolio, alsecco offers one of the
largest ranges of brick slip and tile finishes, ensuring design freedom and versatility
for architects and designers.

“
Considerations when
choosing a brick façade
Thermal performance
Material type
Colour of the facing brick
Visible surface texture of the facing brick
Size or sizes of the facing brick
Brickwork bond pattern
Colour of the joint
Type of joint
Combination of other materials
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collection alsecco
brings together
a c r y l i c , c l a y,
stone, ceramic
and interior
slips

collection alsecco –

adapt to environment
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a l s e c c o . As leading designers, manufacturers and suppliers of facade systems,
alsecco has over 50 years’ experience in the industry. With a broad system portfolio
covering external wall insulation, solid wall insulation, rainscreen cladding and
render-only solutions, alsecco is well positioned to offer clients a wealth of expertise
and knowledge for their next façade design project.

alsecco understands that the façade finish is as important as the technology
behind the construction, and with that in mind, alsecco has sourced one of the most
extensive ranges of brick slip and tile finishes available.

Bringing together acrylic, clay, stone and ceramic finishes for both exterior
and interior use, collection alsecco ensures outstanding design and creative
opportunities for architects, designers and specifiers, plus a choice of material - all
under one roof. All materials within the collection alsecco range are compatible with
both alsecco’s insulated and uninsulated systems.

c o l l e c t i o n a l s e c c o . An excellent economical solution for both renovation and
new build projects alike, offering many possibilities for building owners, architects,
town planners and those concerned with maintaining historical character. Whole
townscapes can be retained without having to surrender their own character and
individual façades can be aesthetically enhanced and impressively redesigned in a
sympathetic and genuine style.
Our systems and materials rise
to the challenges of modern
architecture.

Fully compatible with alsecco insulated systems
Largest range in the UK
Any brick can be matched
Quick and easy to install
Complex bond patterns achievable
Combine with other materials
Local bricks for local area planning
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hand-crafted
acrylic slips

ensure
a versatile,
impressive
and durable
façade for your
next project
Acrylic –

distinctive & versatile
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a l s e c c o a c r y l i c s l i p s . Offering outstanding product properties including
lightweight flexible application and a natural brick appearance, alsecco acrylic slips
offer infinite design possibilities.

Manufactured from high quality raw materials, the handcrafted acrylic slips
ensure a versatile, impressive and durable façade for your next project. All system
components are carefully matched, offer the highest level of technical reliability and
are fully compatible with alsecco’s façade systems.

Versatile. Acrylic slips can be produced in any size up
to 135 x 300mm, in any colour and any bond pattern.
A wide range of textures can also be achieved to suit
your project style. Complex bond patterns can easily
be designed in, including features around doors and
windows, according to the overall effect required.

Handcrafted. The acrylic slips are produced to
exacting technical standards using high quality
mineral materials, in a modern production process. The
distinctive surface design and corresponding finish is
carried out by specialists, ensuring a handcrafted and
credible appearance.

With numerous application and decorative options, the
acrylic slips are ideally suited to both contemporary
and traditional buildings, whether residential,
industrial, commercial or conservation projects.

Durable. An acrylic brick slip finish is resilient against
weather and temperature variations and is impact
resistant due to the robust nature of the facing.
Buildings will retain their appearance and remain
flawless for many years, even at critical areas such
as pointing.

Authentic. The slips are almost indiscernible from
conventionally fired brick and any façade can be
reconstructed to match the original. Practically any
brick format is feasible and almost any colour can
be reproduced by either matching to a brick colour,
sample or colour chart.
Application. Acrylic slips are lightweight and easy to
install in a single application, as the slips are adhered
and grouted at the same time.

Creating both traditional and
contemporary façades
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Energy saving. When used in conjunction with one
of alsecco’s external wall insulation systems, acrylic
brick slips can save up to 40% on heating costs.

Project
Location
Building type

norway Wharf
Limehouse, East London
Private residential

Norway Wharf. External wall insulation with an acrylic slip finish was specified by
architects, Bickerdike Allen, for Norway Wharf in East London. Due to the failing
of the existing system, the apartment block was commissioned for a new façade
by clients Galliard Homes, with the criteria of keeping the project within existing
planning consent.

alsecco’s external wall
insulation system combining
acrylic slips, render and timber.

The combination of alsecco’s external wall insulation
with an acrylic slip, coloured render and timber finish
allowed the architect to create interest to the façade
by having different textures in different areas.

alsecco’s NHBC-approved FS system with the acrylic
slip finish proved advantageous for this project offering
significant lightweight properties and increased
thermal performance.

Specifically handmade for this project, the acrylic
slips were colour-matched from a swatch provided by
the architect.

alsecco provided technical and design support
which was vital when ensuring the correct insulation
levels were maintained when combining the existing
structure and the new façade.

Project
Location
Building type

Headstone drive
Harrow, Middlesex
Private and affordable housing

H e a d s t o n e D r i v e . Planning permission was given to replacing a local pub with
a four-storey residential development on Headstone Drive in Harrow. The scheme
provides 43 units with a mixture of one, two and three bedroom flats, of which ten
are affordable.

The council was determined to have a landmark
building at this busy junction in Harrow and alsecco
acrylic slips were used to ensure that this was created.
The architect’s colour scheme of vibrant panels in
reds, yellows and blues was largely inspired by the
costume of the Masai tribe in Kenya. alsecco were the
only manufacturer able to ensure that the uniqueness
of the colours required could be matched.

In conjunction with the architect and Wates Living
Space, the main contractor, alsecco’s Basic 4 system
was specified. This external wall insulation system
incorporates an expanded polystyrene core, ensuring
increased thermal efficiency for the residents and
owners alike.

Exact colour match achievable
with collection alsecco.
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Project
Location
Building type

Butler House
Bristol
Social housing

B u t l e r H o u s e . Butler House was one of the first projects carried out in the UK to
use alsecco’s acrylic slips. Specifying the slips for the renovation of the tower blocks
avoided the need to seek planning permission and meant significant programme
savings, since the new brick façade replicated the existing brickwork.

The Butler House façade featured substantial areas
of brick as well as render which had become badly
weathered and were losing their weatherproofing
properties. Ingress of water was becoming a real
problem and a permanent solution was required.
After initially providing the local authority’s
Neighbourhood and Housing Services Department
with product samples, alsecco and Connaught
Property Services produced 2m2 sample panels on site
using three different coloured mortars.

The new façade replicated the
existing brickwork.
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The other alternative would have been to apply
one of the brick effect render treatments but such
systems are inherently heavy while the cementitious
formulations require regular construction joints. The
alsecco external wall insulation system with a brick
slip finish by contrast is light in weight as well as easy
to set out and install.

Project
Location
Building type

Kraftwerk
Wil, Switzerland
Commercial and leisure

Kraftwerk. The architect Roger Edelmann has created an unusual and impressive
landmark with this project. The retro yet futuristic building is in the picturesque
town of Wil in Switzerland and accommodates the only CO2- neutral fitness studio
in the country.

The façade has a natural appearance created with
the use of alsecco acrylic slips which were produced
to the architect’s exacting requirements exclusively
for this project. The overall effect forms a stimulating
contrast to the striking art-deco elements of the
façade.

The interior of the building was also clad with the
acrylic slips which were fixed to reinforced concrete
with adhesive. Both users and occupiers of the
building have commented that they cannot tell the
difference from real brick.

The acrylic slips were used in conjunction with
external wall insulation providing thermal efficiency
and a comfortable environment within the building.

Futuristic building with
art-deco elements.
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Clay –

clay slips
in every conceivable
colour and shade,
collection alsecco
ensures creativity
for your
next project

natural and durable
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Tr a d i t i o n a l a n d c o n t e m p o r a r y. Offering clay slips in every conceivable colour
and shade, collection alsecco ensures creativity for your next project. Whether you
are looking for a lightweight alternative to traditional brick for a new build project or
looking to match an existing brick for a renovation scheme, alsecco has the capacity
and expertise to source exactly the right brick for your specification. alsecco has
the added advantage for architects and specifiers of designing, manufacturing and
supplying the complete system solution for your façade.

alsecco’s clay slips are produced in two different ways. Clay slips can be extruded
as purpose made slips or a chosen slip is cut to around 15mm thick to form the slip.
Once the slips are pointed they have the same appearance as regular masonry and
because they are thinner, they offer huge advantages for exterior façades.
H i g h p e r f o r m a n c e a n d d u r a b i l i t y. All clay
slips are made to stringent technical standards
offering outstanding durability. The slips are robust
and weather-resistant with the added advantage of
being lighter in weight than original moulded brick.
Tr a d i t i o n a l a n d c o n t e m p o r a r y. alsecco can
source clay slips from the area local to your project
to comply with planning guidelines and to complement
the surrounding built environment. Equally for projects
requiring a contemporary feel, alsecco offers slender
and slimmer bricks in colours and tones to exactly suit
your project’s specification and design.
B e sp o k e p ro d u c ts . alsecco offers standard ranges
as well as a bespoke colour matching service, ensuring
slips are manufactured to your exact requirements.
Clay slips are produced in a
variety of colours and tones.
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H i g h i m p a c t . collection alsecco clay slips offer
improved impact resistance over other materials,
making clay slips the ideal solution for use in high
traffic areas.
N a t u r a l p r o d u c t . The clay slips combine purely
natural elements of clay, sand, air and fire; no toxic
substances are added. Clay slips are an inert material
and offer no risk of soil pollution.
E n e r g y s a v i n g . Clay slips can be used in
conjunction with alsecco’s external and solid wall
insulation systems, ensuring a thermally efficient
building envelope.
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Project
Location
Building type

Clapham one PPP
Clapham, South East London
Private residential, leisure and healthcare

Clapham One PPP. alsecco’s external wall insulation and render-only systems were
used for the Clapham One PPP (Public Private Partnership) regeneration project by
architects DLA Architecture in conjunction with joint venture partners United House
and Cathedral Group plc.

Located on Clapham High Street in the London
Borough of Lambeth, the £29m contract secured
by United House includes a new state-of-the-art
community library, primary care medical centre and
136 high quality private apartments.
1508m2 of alsecco’s Basic FS system with a decorative
clay slip finish was specified for this project for the
apartments, library and medical centre. The Basic
FS system, incorporating a 160mm core of expanded
polystyrene insulation, was chosen due to its NHBC
The dramatic curved shape
creates a spectacular façade.

warranty. The system incorporates a drainage cavity
as a secondary line of defence against moisture and
offers increased protection and crack resistance.
To achieve the required architectural finish and meet
the constraints of the scheme, traditional concrete
blocks were cut down to form lightweight slips. The
slips incorporate Dolomite aggregate which catches
the light creating a natural sparkle. This feature
together with the dramatic curved shape and absence
of square corners creates a spectacular façade.

The 12-storey concrete frame building houses the
community library over 3 floors, with an open centre
and ramp where books will be uniquely displayed.
The rest of the ground floor accommodates the new
Clapham Family Practice and Primary Care Medical
Centre, accessed through a shared entrance with the
library from Clapham High Street.
The upper floors house the high quality private
apartments, all designed to comply with the Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 4 and the Life Time Homes
Standards.
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Project
Location
Building type

Bircherley Court
Hertford
Flexicare housing scheme

Bircherley Court. alsecco’s external wall insulation system with a clay slip finish
was specified for Bircherley Court, a flexicare housing scheme for older people in
the centre of Hertford.
Built in the 1970’s, with dull architecture and cramped
accommodation, the scheme required extensive
renovation to make it fit for modern living under the
Riversmead Housing Association’s Older People
Strategy. This £8.2m project involved renovating
the existing 58 apartments and building 12 new
apartments, all of which are large and wheelchair
accessible.
Since part of the project was an over-cladding
specification and the other part a complete new build,
a specific requirement of the project was to match
the two buildings together seamlessly. Using local
bricks, alsecco could ensure that the clay slips applied
to the new extension would perfectly match the
over-cladding slips on the existing building.

The building has been completely regenerated from a
red brick façade to a clean and light-coloured stone
and white render with coloured panels creating interest
and a more modern feel. Additional facilities created
by the scheme are new communal areas including a
two-storey glazed lounge and rooftop garden.
Bircherley Court has been transformed into a stateof-the-art flexicare housing scheme for older people,
which embraces interdependence and stimulates
social interaction and has been highly praised by
clients, residents and the public. Carers are available
on site 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, enabling
residents to continue living independently in their
own homes.

Project
Location
Building type

Moss Heights
Glasgow
Social housing

M o s s H e i g h t s . alsecco’s external wall insulation system with a render and clay
slip finish was installed for the renovation of Glasgow’s first high rise development,
originally built in 1953.
Owned and managed by Southside Housing
Association, Moss Heights commands an imposing
position across the city, currently housing over 1000
residents. Main contractor, ISG, carried out the
over-cladding of the 219 properties, contained within
the three 10-storey blocks of flats, with block B being
486ft long.
As well as enhancing the energy performance of the
blocks with alsecco’s Ecomin external wall insulation
system with a mineral wool core, the aesthetic
appearance of the façades has been greatly improved
with a new render and clay slip finish. The brick slips
applied at ground level provide impact resistance and
create interest to the structure.

These iconic blocks are being
rejuvenated with a clay slip and
render ﬁnish.

Curtain walling has been installed across the open
balcony areas to provide residents with two new sun
rooms, creating additional weatherproof space within
each flat.
The general surrounding area to the blocks has also
been upgraded with new fencing, floodlights and
security measures, improving the wider community
and environment.
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alsecco

can provide any type
of stone, whether
c o n t e m p o r a r y, r u s t i c
or traditional

Stone –

authentic façades
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a l s e c c o s t o n e . collection alsecco also offers stone slips as a design choice
for your project’s façade including polished natural granite and marble. On certain
projects only stone is the option due to planning restrictions or just to create the
architect’s vision.

alsecco can provide whatever type of stone you require, whether contemporary,
rustic or traditional, and with four options in terms of manufacturing and sourcing,
the design choice is endless.

Natural stone – simply the front facing of the stone creates the slip
Cast stone – cast from a special mould of the actual stone
Acrylic – hand-crafted to replicate any stone
Alprotect Stone XL - laminated stone slabs

Stone facings can be used for all types of project from
residential to commercial, through to leisure and can
be used for the whole façade, in combination with
rendered walls or just for feature panels. Stone slips
can be equally used for interior walls as for exterior.
One of the main benefits of using stone slips is the ease
of application, as the stone slips are simply adhered to
the wall with bonding mortar.

Traditional and modern
architecture.
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In combination with lightweight facade systems,
Alprotect Stone XL is ideal for finishing and protecting
the walls and plinths on the ground floors of a building
which are particularly susceptible to impact damage.
Typically the panels are polished natural stone or
marble and are bonded to a lightweight aerated clay
concrete base. Pre-fabricated plate sections for
reveals, corners and moulding accessories are also
available.

Polished natural stone
for protection.

Ceramic –

matt, satin
or gloss finish
plus a range of
brilliant and
vibrant colours

elegant and dramatic
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V i b r a n t a n d c o l o u r f u l . Offering a matt, satin or gloss finish, plus a range of
brilliant and vibrant colours, collection alsecco offers a range of ceramic tiles with
a wealth of design possibilities. Architects and specifiers can also choose from a
variety of surface textures and formats.

A ceramic finish is not only beautiful but also extremely durable, mechanically
very strong and easy to clean. Ceramic tiles are available in different formats up to
300 x 300mm. The tiles are easily applied directly onto the reinforced render
surface with adhesive only and are ideal for use with alsecco’s external wall
insulation systems.

C e r a m i c a p p l i c a t i o n . Ceramic tiles must be
attached to the hardened reinforcing compound using
bedding mortar and the buttering-floating method.
This involves applying the adhesive to the tile and
the substrate, then gently sliding the tile into position.
After waiting for at least 4 days, the ceramic tiles
should then be grouted.
Flexible joints must be incorporated in the laying
pattern of the ceramic tiles. These joints, running
in both a vertical and horizontal direction, must be
kept free from joint mortar and closed with a flexible
jointing material, with a similar procedure applying at
the corners of buildings.

Ceramic tiles can be used as
part of alsecco’s insulated
systems.
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Project
Location
Building type

Gustav-von-Schmoller School
Heilbronn, Germany
Education

Gustav-von-Schmoller School. This outstanding and dramatic extension to the
Gustav-von-Schmoller school in Heilbronn was a collaboration between the
architect, contractor and alsecco, as system designers. The long awaited new
building has alleviated the cramped school and existing complex layout, with the
new building being positioned in front of the old school building in an L-shape.
Housing around 3000 students, there is no doubt that
the new school building is unique and eye-catching,
with the dark blue ceramic tiles almost acting like a
mirror reflecting the surrounding environment.
alsecco’s external wall insulation system with a
ceramic slip finish was chosen for its outstanding
durability as well as for its elegant and striking finish.

Ceramic slips are extremely resistant to permanent
stresses caused by the weather, including high
resistance to frost.
As well as the ambitious outward design of the building
there was a requirement for the school extension to
fulfil demands in terms of economy, environment and
technology. With these factors high on the agenda,
alsecco’s Ecomin external wall insulation system was
specified incorporating non-flammable mineral wool
for the insulation core.
The bright blue curved façade
creates dramatic impact.

A total of 3500m2 of the façade surface was insulated
with alsecco’s external wall insulation system, with
3150m2 being finished in the dark blue ceramic slips.
The remaining areas were finished in white render,
providing contrast.
The square ceramic slips were specially manufactured
to high precision at 97mm in length, with a 2mm-thick
surface curvature. All joints with windows, doors,
exterior and interior corners were finished with
complete tiles. The application of the slips was
meticulously planned so as to ensure the finish was
exactly as specified.
The architects and designers on this project were able
to use their creative freedom, designing an aesthetic
yet functional building and providing the students with
a fantastic and creative school.
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unique range
of slips ideal for
interior use
to create impact
and distinctive
focal points

interiors –

creating interest
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C r e a t i v e i n t e r i o r s . collection alsecco includes a unique range of slips ideal for
interior use to create feature areas and distinctive focal points. Available in a wide
range of colours and tones offering many design possibilities, interior slips are ideal
for foyers, reception areas, retail showrooms or private dwellings. Interior slips offer
a refined and interesting alternative to wall-coverings or plaster.
Slips for interior use can be acrylic, clay, stone or
ceramic – the choice is yours. Any slip in collection
alsecco that can be used for an exterior application
can also be used for an interior specification. The
many different colours, shades and styles offered in
the collection alsecco range provides an attractive
choice, whilst also being a cost effective solution.
Program times can be reduced as slips are quicker
and easier to install than traditional brick, yet achieve
the same desired effect if replication of actual brick is
the design choice.
All slips are robust and easy to clean, significantly
extending the time between maintenance.

Create interesting and dynamic
focal points.
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Application

application is simple
and straightforward
as slips are applied
directly onto the
reinforcing layer

and technical guidance
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Simple, easy application.

The application of slips in the collection alsecco range is simple and straightforward.
Whether your specification incorporates acrylic, clay, stone, ceramic or a combination
of materials, all slips are simply applied directly onto the reinforcing layer.
Slips in the collection alsecco range do not require or
use a tray system, ensuring flexibility of design and bond
pattern are guaranteed. All materials can be combined
on the same façade in conjunction with both alsecco’s
insulated or render only systems.

Since the slips are light in weight, they can also be
applied to lightweight internal walls with ease. Program
times can be reduced as collection alsecco slips are
quicker and easier to install than traditional brick, yet
achieve the same desired effect.

Due to the natural appearance of the slips, especially
with acrylic and clay slips, there will be various grades
of colour delivered to your project. It is important not
to fix the slips in the order they are packaged, but to
ensure that the slips are selected in a random nature
from different cartons. This will ensure that a natural
finish is achieved on completion.

All slips are robust and easy to clean, significantly
extending the time between maintenance.

Easy to apply and install for
creative façades.
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Application guidelines.
General considerations
1

1 . The area on which the slips are to be applied should be divided
up evenly with continuous height marks appropriate to the selected
format. Existing fixed lines, such as window or door lintels should be
used as the starting point for this height division.

2

2 . Mortar should be thoroughly mixed before use, adjusting the
consistency by adding a small amount of water. The slips should
be applied from the top down starting with corner facings, where
applicable.

Acrylic slips
1

1 . For the application of acrylic slips, use a notched trowel to apply
the appropriate mortar to the hardened reinforcing layer. Only ever
apply as much mortar as can be covered with acrylic slips before
a skin is formed. The time available is dependent on weather
conditions. Lay the slips in a pattern and press them firmly into
position by gently sliding them into the mortar.

2

2 . Immediately after the acrylic slips have been applied, the mortar
in the joints should be evenly brushed with a 10mm flat brush and
worked onto the edges of the slips. Alternatively, a smooth finish
option is possible using appropriate joint mortar.

Clay, stone and ceramic slips
1

1 . Clay, stone or ceramic slips must be adhered to the hardened
reinforcing compound using the appropriate mortar and the
buttering-floating method. This involves applying adhesive to both
the slip and the substrate, then gently sliding into position.

2

2 . After waiting for at least 4 days, the slips should be grouted with
the appropriate grout dependent on the material. Flexible joints must
be incorporated in the laying pattern of the slips. These joints, running
both vertically and horizontal must be kept free from joint mortar and
closed with a flexible jointing material. A similar procedure applies at
the corners of buildings. Connecting joints must be created by cutting
into the render with a trowel, filling the gap with non-absorbent round
cord and sealing it with flexible jointing material.

For more detailed application instructions, please visit our website www.alsecco.co.uk
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B o n d p a t t e r n s . Virtually any bond pattern can be achieved with collection
alsecco. Since all slips, whether acrylic, clay or ceramic, are fixed directly onto
bonding mortar without the need for a tray system, the design choice for bond
patterns is endless.

Please discuss your specific bond pattern requirements with the alsecco design
and technical team, however there are a number of standard bond patterns, each
creating a particular finish and style.

S t r e t c h e r b o n d . This was originally used for single brick walls
but became the obvious choice for cavity walls as it requires the least
amount of cutting, making it the most economical bond pattern.

H e a d e r b o n d . Here the brick course is laid flat with the short
end of the brick exposed, creating a robust method ideal for curved
brickwork.

E n g l i s h b o n d . This method comprises alternate courses of headers
and stretchers providing a strong bond when the wall is one brick thick.
It is the preferred bonding pattern for bridges, viaducts, embankment
walls and other civil engineering architecture.

F l e m i s h b o n d . This can be replicated in the half-brick outer
leaf of a cavity wall by using whole bricks as stretchers, while the
headers are created by half bricks called bats or snap-headers.

S t a c k b o n d . With this method the bricks do not overlap and
therefore the arrangement is quite weak. To compensate for the lack
of bonding, typically stainless steel ladder reinforcement is built into
every third bed.

M o n k b o n d . This method comprises two stretchers between the
headers in each row, and the headers centred over the join between
the two stretchers in the row below.

H e r r i n g b o n e b o n d . This bond pattern can be used to create
interest in areas on a façade and is often used as an infill to timber
framed panels.

B a s k e t w e a v e b o n d . This was traditionally used as a small
decorative panel, usually as an infill to timber framing or an arch.
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T h e t e c h n o l o g y b e h i n d t h e f a ç a d e . First class façade design deserves
the support of first-class technology. collection alsecco can be used with our two
technically perfect insulated façade systems – Basic incorporating EPS insulation
and Ecomin incorporating mineral wool insulation. All systems are independently
tested and have a certified life expectancy of up to 60 years.
The systems guarantee optimum thermal insulation, as well as improved acoustics and
weather protection for every conceivable type of construction and finish, not only in
the collection alsecco range, but across alsecco’s whole portfolio.
collection alsecco can be combined with render from a huge colour spectrum and a
wide range of textures, plus collection alsecco is equally compatible with spar dash,
wood, metal and polished marble and granite.

Basic 4 external wall insulation system.
utilising white or graphite-enhanced EPS insulation.

Ecomin 400 external wall insulation system.
utilising 140kg density mineral wool insulation.

Substrate

Substrate

Armatop MP Adhesive

Armatop MP Adhesive

EPS

Mineral Wool

Mechanical Fixing

Mechanical Fixing

Armatop MP Basecoat
& Mesh 32*

Armatop A Basecoat
& Mesh 32*

Bonding Mortar AF

Bonding Mortar AF

Acrylic slip**

Acrylic slip**

For Clay/Stone/Ceramic slip finish use:
* Armatop A Basecoat & Mesh K
** Clay/Stone/Ceramic slip plus Grouting Mortar A/AS
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Base rail detail

Window head detail

A l l - e n c o m p a s s i n g s e r v i c e . You can always rely on alsecco to offer excellent
design and technical advice, based on the many years of experience and expertise in the
industry. The alsecco team will assist with choice of material and work with you to ensure
that your project is realised to both yours and your client’s satisfaction and expectations.
Specification details and considerations. The information below will assist
you with the specification of slips for your project. For further detailed technical
assistance, please contact our technical team on 01785 818998 or visit our website
at www.alsecco.co.uk

Clay and Stone slips

t

Size

300 x 300mm max size or 0.09m2 ,
whichever is greater

Thickness

4-15mm

Standards

Bricks manufactured to BS 5628
Extruded slips manufactured to DIN
E14411:2007.03

Weight

30kg/m2 max

Water absorbency

6% max water absorbency for EPS system
3% max water absorbency for Mineral Wool
system
For slips over the above % then an aqueous
fluoropolymer dispersion treatment must be
used

Frost resistance

All clay slips manufactured to BSEN 771-1 F2

Acrylic slips

CLAY slip Dimensions

t

UK standard size

215 x 65mm

Other standard
sizes

240 x 51mm
210 x 51mm
240 x 71mm

Special sizes

290 x 71mm
290 x 51mm
290 x 40mm
240 x 65mm
220 x 51mm
210 x 40mm
240 x 113mm
210 x 113mm

t

Size

135 x 300mm max

Thickness

4-6mm

Standards

Slips manufactured to ETA approval

Aging test

ETAG 004

Tensile stress

DIN EN 13494

Tensile strength

ETAG 004

Bond strength

ETAG 004

Freeze/thaw cycle

DIN 18156

Colour fastness

EN ISO 11507 Class 1 & Class 2
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C r e a t i v i t y a n d i n d i v i d u a l i t y. The compatibility
of all alsecco systems and products allows the
designer not only to mix and match textures and
materials for slips but to combine slips with any other
façade finish.
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